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Why are there bosses who bring out
the best in us and make us shine

and love our work, and others
depress us, undermine our self-

confidence, and make us unhappy?
What is it that makes one different

from the other?
Why, with some managers, we give
the best of ourselves, and we are
cheerful, and with others, we feel

sad and awkward.
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The big idea inThe big idea inThe big idea in
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diminishers are the kinds of managers

that sap both intelligence and energy

from their employees.
multipliers use their intelligence to
bring out the intelligence and ability
of everyone else. 

There are two types of leaders
those who make you feel like you were
born to do your job, and those who make
you dread going to work in the morning.
These are, respectively, multipliers and

diminishers



What the
diminishers

do

They put people in limited roles on the

assumption it is all they can do

They believe capabilities are static

Intelligence is rare. Only a select few

are on their level

They believe projects will fail unless

they are involved

If a project succeeds without them, they

see it as a reflection of them rather than

the team 

Mistakes lead to blaming instead of

learning

They tell people what to do and how to

do it



What the
multipliers

do

They focus on what you can do, not

what you can't do

They believe in development. "Can't"

is temporary

Failure is a learning experience

They want to see people succeed

without them

They believe in their team and trust

that they'll figure things out

themselves

They give suggestions, not orders

They aren't threatened by the

capabilities of others

They want others to get to their levels



The diminisher is not always evil and machiavellian who makes our life
impossible on purpose. We can all be diminishers at some point without

realizing it! 
Recognizing these situations and acknowledging when we are accidental

diminishers is important. 



Type of dimisnihers



Type of multipliers



The 8 things leaders who are
multipliers do

Identify natural talent by recognizing what people are good at.
Ask "why" to get to the root of their intelligence. This can
determine their development path
Don't put people in boxes. Allow people to develop and fill
gaps through opportunities.
Let others speak. Listen and consider ideas that don't align
with your own
Ask questions to challenge teams to find the right solution -
not to bring them to your side
Give people the right tools to figure things out for themselves 
Delegate meaningful tasks and empower others to own them
from start to finish
Create an environmentes where it's safe to fail by connecting
failure to growth
Talk up the capabilities and successes of others rather than
your own
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Working with a
diminisher boss is
complicated, but
these techniques
can help make it
more bearable.

6 TIPS

 

Don't react to everything that a
Diminisher does - learn to
ignore things 
Limit your interactions with a
Diminisher and increase
interactions with others
Understand a DImisher  and
realize it's them, not you
Retreat and regroup. When a
Diminisher disagrees, they
won't change their mind. Come
back and try again when the
heat is down
Keep Diminishers in the loop so
they know things are on track.
It'll keep them from
micromanaging
Force a Diminisher to give you
a target. Ask for clear context.,
objectives and direction  
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Multipliers 
vs 

Diminishers



Why is it worthwhile
to make an effort to
become a Multiplier
manager?

Summary


